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                                                                          TEST 15 

 
1- Since the beginning of recorded history, the crime of 

arson has been committed in almost every society, 
........... the smallest tribe ............ the largest modern 
metropolis. 

 
A) among/in B) around/into C) from/to                                                              
D) for/from  E) between/and 
 

2- Founded on the site of an ancient settlement, the city  
.......... Alma-Ata serves .......... the capital of the 
Central Asian republic of Kazakhstan. 
 
A) in/like  B) around/for C) of/as                                                                  
D) from/into E) along/from 
 

3- Fires involving tank vehicles such as fuel trucks or 
fixed tanks that contain flammable liquids are .......... 
the most difficult and dangerous fires. 

 
A) through  B) onto  C) with                                                                    
D) among  E) between 
 

 
4- Wood ......... such trees as pine and aspen is the most  

 widely used source of pulp .......... paper. 
 
A) from/for  B) in/out of C) of/with                                                               
D) with/into  E) around/on 
 

5- Because he worked for twenty-five years as a 
gardener, he is the ideal person to ask .......... advice 
.......... our plants. 

 
A) to/for  B) for/about C) about/from                                                    
D) from/on  E) with/through 
 

6- Although inadequate .......... present industrial  
requirements, mineral deposits have been of great 
value ......... the development of England's economy. 
 
A) about/in  B) in/from C) into/upon                                                          
D) for/to  E) at/along 
 

7- In mauy areas, the overuse of land results ........... the  
erosion of topsoil. This soil erosion, .......... turn, 
causes the over-silting or sedimentation of rivers and 
streams. 
 
A) from/at  B) with/on C) about/for                                                          
D) for/with  E) in/in 
 

8- Too much exposure ........... the sun causes premature  
aging .......... the skin. 
 
A) in/over  B) to/of  C) with/in                                                              
D) from/into  E) of/around 
 

9-    Approximately 5O percent of everything people learn 
about their surroundings is gathered .......... sight. Thus, 
an eye defect that interferes ........... proper vision can 
be a handicap to work, pleasure and health. 
 
A) through/with B) onto/to C) along/for                                                           
D) with/about E) around/in 
 
 
 

10-     Lightning normally strikes the tallest object in its range,  
so a person standing ......... the middle ......... a field is 
the tallest object and therefore the main target. 
 
A) around/in                B) behind/on C) in/of                                                                  
D) at/onto  E) with/at 
 

11- Because the standard of healthcare varies ......... the  
country, the level of service, you receive depends 
heavily ......... where you live. 
 
A) in/about  B) throughout/on C) over/into                                                          
D) along/around E) from/In 
 

12- It has been estimated that in northern European cities 
around the year 19OO, nine ........ ten children who 
died ........ the age of four had rickets, a disease 
caused by a lack of calcium. 

 
A) between/in B) with/at C) about/by                                                    
D) around/from E) out of/under 
 

13- Glass-roofed structures .......... which plants are grown 
are  called greenhouses, and usually, the walls are also 
made .......... glass. 

 
A) in/of  B) at/with C) about/from                                                      
D) from/into E) on/in 
 

14- A bird's feathers provide the bird .......... protection 
........  
rain, cold and heat. 
 
A) for/of  B) in/about C) from/in                                                             
D) with/from E) about/along 
 

15- Experts say that the best dried figs are those that 
are allowed to dry partially .......... the tree and drop 
naturally .......... the ground. 

 
A) among/on B) in/over C) on/to                                                                 
D) with/into E) inside/down 
 

16- The poisonous tung nut of China, now also grown in  
several......... the Southern states, contains an oil used 
......... making paints and varnishes. 
 
A) in/to  B) with/about C) from/with                                                        
D) on/in  E) of/for 
 

17- Geologists assign dates to many rock masses ...........  
means of radiometric dating, which is a technique 
based ......... the atomic structure of the elements. 
 
A) in/for  B) for/in  C) as/with                                                             
D) with/from E) by /on 
 

18- The percentage of urban population in a country is  
closely related ........ the degree ........  industrialization. 

 
A) with/about B) in/in  C) about/with 
D) to/of  E) between/on 
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19- For centuries now, most of the resources of nations 
have been devoted ......... the military ........... the 
development of better weapons and fortifications. 

 
A) for/through B) to/for  C) on/along                                                            
D) about/upon E) by/with 
 

20- For about 150 million years, the predominant land  
animals ......... the Earth were the dinosaurs, all of 
which were very different ......... any of the land 
animals known today. 
 
A) in/than  B) around/for C) upon/as                                                            
D) on/from  E) through/like 
 

21- About half of the volume of blood is made up ..........  
blood cells, which originate ......... the bone marrow. 
 
A) of/In  B) from/with C) through/on                                                       
D) about/inside E) around/between 
 

22- ........ the Great Depression of 1929, the circus in 
America  began a decline ........ which it has never fully 
recovered. 

 
A) Since/into B) During/from C) While/out 
of                                                     
D) After/for E) Until/about 
 

23- The most worrying thing ......... the destruction of so  
much of the world's forest is the effect it has ......... our 
climate. 
 
A) for/in  B) about/upon C) from/with                                                          
D) by/around E) in/through 
 

24- Damage ........ the cornea is a frequent cause .........  
blindness. 
 
A) In/for  B) from/with C) to/of                                                                   
D) with/in  E) for/into 
 

25- Because the Earth revolves ........ the Sun in an 
elliptical  
orbit, the distance ........ the Earth and the Sun changes 
slightly during the course of a year. 
 
A) around/between B) about/throughout 
C) towards/from          D) into/over 
E) through/towards 
 

26- The most commonly used system of writing ........ the  
blind is called Braille, which is named ........ its French 
inventor, Louis Braille. 
 
A) about/from B) onto/by C) by/around                                                        
D) for/after  E) with/for 
 

27- The northern part of Europe consisting ........ Sweden,  
Norway, and Denmark is known ........ Scandinavia. 
 
A) with/in  B) of/as  C) from/for                                                            
D) in/along  E) between/on 

28- Roughly oblong ......... shape, Sardinia is the second  
largest island, ......... Sicily, which is the biggest, in the 
Mediterranean Sea. 
 
A) with/before B) upon/since C) at/like                                                 
D) without/in E) in/after 
 

29- Spa. is the name of a town in Belgium that has long 
been  
well-known all .......... the world .......... its beneficial 
mineral waters. 
 
A) through/as B) in/with C) over/for                                         
D) around/in E) within/from 
 

30- Do not criticize your son ......... everything, especially  
........ the presence of others. 
 
A) about/in  B) for/through C) in/at                                                                 
D) with/during E) from/with 
 

31- He is extremely patient ............ his own children, but  
he shows absolutely no tolerance ............ anybody 
else's. 
 
A) for/about B) towards/upon   
C) from/towards D) beside/opposite  
E) with/for  
 

32- Because she does not have much confidence ..........  
herself, she hardly does anything ........ asking for her 
mother's advice. 
 
A) with/like B) for/by  C) to/with                                                              
D) in/without E) about/before 

33- There were a lot of children ......... both sides of the  
river playing happily ......... the grass. 
 
A) at/in  B) for/of   
C) towards/over         D) across/among E) along/on 
 

34- The children have been hostile to their stepmother 
right  
.......... the start. To be fair, however, she is the nicest 
person to get along ..... ... ... . 
 
A) at/about  B) from/with C) within/for                                                         
D) towards/upon E) since/to 
 

35- Anthropology deals ......... the origins and 
development  
of human societies and the differences ......... them. 
 
A) about/from B) to/during C) inside/for                                                      
D) with/between E) of/among 
 

36- Modern zoos are interested ......... developing the 
most effective techniques ......... the diagnosis and 
treatment of the diseases of wild animals. 
 
A) in/for  B) for/into       C) towards/about                                                
D) about/in  E) from/to 
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37- More money should be spent ......... the maintenance  
......... our roads. 
 
A) on/of  B) during/in C) upon/with                                                         
D) within/for E) for/for 
 

38- .......... general, adolescents prefer the company and  
interests of their own friends ........... those of their 
family. 
 
A) For/about B) By/with C) To/for                                                                    
D) In/to  E) On/from 
 

39- David, who had lost his son somewhere ............ the  
museum, was extremely relieved when he eventually 
found him waiting ............ the main entrance in the 
fresh air. 
 
A) at/for  B) inside/outside  
C) during/inside          D) between/alongside E) 
at/with 
 

40- In order to be able to afford the stereo that I really 
wanted, I had to borrow money ............ the bank. 

 
A) for  B) beside  C) along                                                                  
D) about  E) from 
 

41- The wreckage of the Titanic has lain undisturbed  
............ the Atlantic ocean for ............ eighty years. 
 
A) over/about B) above/during  
C) beneath/over          D) in/between  
E) towards/after 
 

42- A diner at a dinner "-arty at Buckingham Palace was 
injured when a piece of plaster fell ............ the ceiling 
directly ............ his head and knocked him out! 

 
A) from/above B) to/from C) off/between                                                    
D) alongside/to E) about/upon 
 

43- The cat was nowhere to be seen. Eventually it was 
found ............ the chair ............ the wardrobe. 
 
A) in/during B) under/beside C) at/at                                                                   
D) between/with E) around/opposite 
 

44- Our boss has been ill.......... the flu all week. 
 

A) since  B) for  C) about                                                                  
D) during  E) with 
 

45- The diverse members of the enormous group of plants  
known ........ water plants have adapted remarkably well 
........ their life in the water. 
 
A) for/among B) with/into C) about/for                                                         
D) as/to  E) in/around 
 
 
 
 

46- Diana used to be really good ........ tennis, but she's 
........ practice now because she doesn't get much 
chance to play. 

 
A) in/away  B) with/without C) at/out of                                                           
D) on/off  E) for/outside 
 

47- A truck ran .......... the back of my car as I was waiting  
......... the traffic lights, badly denting my bumper. 
 
A) in/for  B) across/off C) into/at                                                              
D) to/around E) towards/by 
 

48- Animal-lovers object .......... the hunting of wild 
animals  
......... sport.  
 
A) about/as B) for/like C) from/at                                                             
D) with/about E) to/for 
 

49- I'm fed up .......... listening to the same cassette again  
and again! Can't we listen to somebody else ......... a 
change? 
 
A) by/about B) at/with C) from/during                                                     
D) with/for  E) for/along 
 

50- Health is defined as the general physical, mental and 
emotional ability to function effectively and ......... 
harmony ........ one's environment. 

 
A) on/in  B) in/with C) with/around                                                    
D) for/into  E) about/for 
 

51- ......... the great scientific discoveries of the 19th and  
2Oth centuries, medical practice involved little more 
than comfort......... the patient. 
 
A) Since/in B) After/with  C) Before/without                                                
D) During/of E) Until/for 
 

52- It's reported that a shortage .......... doctors has occurred  
in recent years in the USA because the graduation of 
physicians from medical schools has not kept pace 
.........the growing national population. 
 
A) in/down B) of/with C) with/in                                                             
D) from/up E) about/for 
 

53- The degree of disability that arises ....... mental  
retardation varies, and many mentally retarded people 
can be taught to care ........ themselves. 
 
A) with/to  B) out of/between C) from/for                                                           
D) for/with  E) into/towards 
 

54- Research has shown that preferences ........ leisure  
activities are related closely ........ types of personality. 
 
A) about/than B) to/for  C) with/about                                                    
D) for/to  E) from/with 
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55- The body's capacity to perform work and defend  
itself....... disease, infection, and the effects of 
physical stresses ....... heat or cold is a measure of 
physical fitness. 
 
A) against/like B) by/as  C) for/about                                                          
D) from/among E) with/upon 
 

56- Pigeons and doves are found ........ the world 
except........  
the polar regions. 
 
A) over/from B) throughout/in C) along/off                                                        
D) in/around E) around/above 
 

57- Plastic surgery has grown rapidly ........ a profession  
......... the 1930s. 
 
A) for/in  B) like/after C) from/until                                                         
D) towards/by E) as/since 

58- With modern production methods and transportation, 
butter can be shipped thousands of miles and can be 
stored ........ months ........ losing its flavor and quality. 

 
A) in/through B) until/at C) for/without                                                      
D) over/against E) with/above 
 

59- The earliest civilization ......... Europe appeared .........  
the coasts and islands of the Aegean Sea. 
 
A) away/in  B) around/by C) 
with/through                                                    
D) for/along E) in/on 
 

60- The stadium is painted ......... very bright colours. It  
really stands out ......... miles around! 
 
A) in/for  B) out/with C) with/off                                                         
D) by/through E) along/from 
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